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Music 9–12  
Proficient and Borderline Performance Level Descriptors 

 
 

A student who is Proficient in Music 9–12 exhibits a competency rate of 85–100 percent in 
performance of appropriate large ensemble literature; sight-reading performance and understanding; 
and application of music vocabulary, notation, and concepts. 

 
A student who is Borderline Proficient in Music 9–12 exhibits a competency rate of 70–84 percent 
in performance of appropriate large ensemble literature; sight-reading performance and 
understanding; and application of music vocabulary, notation, and concepts. 

 
Proficient students are able to complete the following activities at a competency rate of 85–100 
percent while Borderline Proficient Students complete the following activities at a competency rate 
of 70–84 percent: 

 

 Define and perform the following performance domains: diction, articulation, balance, blend, 
dynamics, rhythm, precision, interpretation, style, intonation, tuning, pitch/note accuracy, 
phrasing, technique, and tone quality (A3) 
 

 Sight-read appropriate-level music literature (determined by the ability level of the ensemble) 
by recognizing formal music notation symbols and producing the sound indicated by the 
notation  (A5) 

 
 

 Recognize and distinguish between simple and compound meters both visually and aurally 
(C1) 
 

 Recognize and perform rhythms in simple and compound meters (C2) 
 

 

 Read, identify, and perform using musical notation and symbols from appropriate grade-level 
literature (D1) 
 

 Read, identify, and analyze musical notation and symbols from appropriate grade-level 
literature (D1) 

 Define and apply music vocabulary of tempi, dynamics, and articulations (Italian and English) 
(D1) 

 Recognize, define, and perform articulations, tempi, and dynamics as indicated in appropriate 
grade-level literature (D2) 

 Recognize and sing with and without accompaniment with correct pitch, rhythm, timbre, 
diction, posture, range, stylistic interpretation and vocal quality and techniques, articulation, 
and breath control (A1— choral) 

 Recognize and perform using instrumental playing techniques (breath control, stick control, 
embouchure, articulation, vibrato, correct fingerings and extended range, posture, hand 
position, and characteristic tone quality) (A2—instrumental band) 

 Recognize and perform using instrumental playing techniques (bow control, articulation, 
vibrato, correct fingerings and extended range, posture, hand position, and characteristic tone 
quality) (A2—instrumental strings) 


